NIGER: Ensuring the Rights of Female Farmers

©REFEPA/ Women's Network for Peace
MEKONG REGION: Securing equitable access to agricultural land, forests and fishing ground
Tanzania: Using technology to secure tenure
ZAMBIA: Land mapping in progress
GUATEMALA: Multistakeholder VGGT capacity development
ALBANIA: Ensuring women’s land rights
UGANDA: Explaining participatory monitoring of women’s land rights
SOUTH AFRICA: Increasing VGGT use among CSOs and grassroots organizations
MOZAMBIQUE: Women returning from THEIR land
PHILIPPINES: VGGT awareness raising
Global high-level political advocacy
TAJIKISTAN: Empowering citizens to exercise property rights
KENYA: Involving women to resolve land disputes
MEKONG REGION: Improved land management
MOZAMBIQUE: Land delimitation certificates

©iTC and CTV
COLUMBIA: Identifying property boundaries
TANZANIA: Female farmers at the centre of VGGT efforts
UGANDA: Using VGGT to secure customary rights
SIERRA LEONE: Ensuring the rights of small-scale fishers
LIBERIA: VGGT Multistakeholder platform
Land Investment for Transformation
SIERRA LEONE: VGGT Learning Programme on Gender
GUATEMALA: Political dialogue on agricultural policy and the VGGT.
INDIA: VGGT capacity development of indigenous peoples
KENYA: Land rights for all
TAJIKISTAN: Learning about land rights
MONGOLIA: Increasing VGGT use among CSOs and grassroot organizations
ETHIOPIA: Ensuring tenure of harvests
VOLUNTARY GUIDELINES ON THE

Responsible Governance of Tenure

OF LAND, FISHERIES AND FORESTS IN
THE CONTEXT OF NATIONAL FOOD SECURITY